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KINGS FACT FILE

Continued next page

TASK

Using Chapter 2 of the textbook, fill in the missing information in the table below.

ACTIVITY

KING REIGN CHANGES INTRODUCED CHALLENGES /  
RESPONSE TO CHALLENGES

715–673 BCE • Lived life of strict 
discipline, with no luxuries

• According to Plutarch, was 
cunning

• Dispensed with king’s 
personal guard, possibly to 
appear humble

TULLUS 
HOSTILIUS

• According to legend, was 
highly superstitious and 
was struck by lightning 
because he did not conduct 
the proper ceremony in 
sacrifices to Jupiter

• Showed sophistication by 
incorporating Alba Longa 
into Roman state instead of 
subjugating it

642–617 BCE • Said to have been attacked 
by Old Latins but defeated 
them and absorbed their 
people into Rome
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KING REIGN CHANGES INTRODUCED CHALLENGES /  
RESPONSE TO CHALLENGES

TARQUINIUS 
PRISCUS

616–579 BCE • Introduced drainage
• Expanded Senate
• Supported Roman pottery 

trade
• Built stadium for games

578–535 BCE • Said to have been 
unpopular with Senators 
and to have been fatally 
stabbed in a coup 

TARQUINIUS 
SUPERBUS

• Expanded city
• Completed construction of 

Temple of Jupiter
• Aggressive foreign policy 

led to reorganisation of 
an alliance of Latin cities 
under Roman leadership


